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Plasma measurements from the Dynamics Explorer 1 and 2. satellites have been used

to characterize the polar cap environment_ _nalysis of numerous polar--cap passes have

indicated that, in general, _h_ee major regimes of p!_sma exist:

(I) polar rain--electrons with-ma.qnetosheath-like energy

spectra but much lower_ densities, most

intense near the cusp an_ weakening •

toward the central polar--cap;

_- (2) polar wind--low energy Upward flowing ions with both :_

field-aligned and conical distributions; :"_
i i

!I
(3) acceleration events--sporadic events consistent with the ,

! acceleration of electrons and PositiVe

ions by parallel_lectric fields.

(I)-(3) have been observed at high altitudes_by Dynamics Explorer 1, while (1) an_ _3}

have been observed at low altitudes by Dynamics EXplorer 2. The plasma parameters

associated with these pl_%sma regimes are presented and disolss_.d in-terms of source
and acceleration mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

The Polar cap is a region threaded by magnetic field lines which intersect the

earth poleward of the auroral oval. The magnetic field lines of the polar cap are

generally accepted as either being open or closed at such large distances from the

earth that they are effectively open. This linkage between the polar cap ionosphere

and the interplanetary medium makes the polar caps extremely important in the study of

the interaction between the solar win_and the hlgh-latitude ionosphere. Since the

polar caps are not directly connected to those closed-line regions of the magneto-

sphere where plasma and energy are stored, electric fields, currents, and particle

precipitation in the polar caps respOnd quickly to changes in solar wind conditions.

Many authors have studied the relationships between the solar wind conditions and the

polar-cap environment. However, much r_ains unknown at present concerning the char-

acteristics of polar cap p_smas,
l
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Exa_.nation of the DE_I and-DE=2 _ta has prg_led.newinformation on three msjor

ooo_r-_cap..9!asma reglmes _

(1 }_polar rain--electrons with magnetosheath-like ehergy _poctra but much
lower densities, most intense _ear-th_. C_S R a_d W_akelli_ toward the
central polar capl......

!

_2) accelerated polar wlnd--loW energy__upWard-flowing ions with both field-
aligned an_conlcal dlstrlbution_

(3) acceleration events--sporadlc events consistent with the acceleration of
electrons and _ositlve-ions by l_arallel electric fields_

Tha Dynamics Explorer satellites, launched in. 1981, have afforded- new and. unique

opportunities to probe polar cap plasmas.- (Details of the satellites, their orbits,
and inst_ntation may be found in Space ScienCe Instrumentation, Vol. 5, No° 4,

19St--special issue. ) The combined high-altitude polar orbit o£ Dynamics Explorer I
(DE-I) and the low-altitude polar orbit of D_namlcs Explorer 2 (DE-2) have been used

to observe the pQlar cap_plasma environment on-a large _number of--passes_

i The next section briefly describes the instrumentatio_ used for the observationS.

. Following that, thenext three sections present observations.

i INSTRUMENTATION

Th_ DE_I satellite was launched on August 3, 1981, into an elliptical polar or-

bit wit_ an apogee of 4.6 RE _eocentrlc and _ perigee of 650 km altitude. The DE_I
High. _ItitUde Plasma InStrument (HAP'r) cOnsists of f_ve--electrostatlc analyzers

mounted in a fan--shaped angular array at angles Of 45°, 78,, 90°, I02_, and 135° with

respect to the spacecraft spln-axis. Each analyzer mak&s differential measurements
of positive ions and electrons over an energy per charge range of 5 eV/e to 32 keV/e.

The energy stepping rate may be commanded over a range up to 64 sec-I , producing
three-dimenslonal plasma distributions at the slx-second spin period of DE-I (see
ref. 1 for details_ .....

The DE-2 satellite, launched with DE-I on August 3, 1981, has an elliptical

polar orbit at approximately 300 x 1000 _ altitude. DE-2 is three-axis stabilized,
with one axis in the zenith, another perpendicular to the orbit plane, and the last

completing a rlght-hand triad. The DE-2 Low Altitude Plasma Instrument (LAPZ) con:-
sists of 15 ion and 15 electron energy/unlt charge analyzers mounted on an external

scan platform (ref. 2). The detector array can be held approximately fixed (<to)

With respect to the local magnetic field vector. The plane of the sensors is in the

orbital plane and thus in the local magnetic meridian plane. Two pairs of out-of-

plane detectors allow for sampling near 00 and 180• pltch-angle when the magnetic

field vector deviates significantly from the 91_ne of the detector array____

OBSERVATIoNs

Polar Rain

Winnlnghu, and Helkkila (ref. 3) first described polar rain, using data from the
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ISIS t satellite, Polar rain is the most common type o£ particle precipitation, over
the-poiar caps. This broad and rel_tively structureless electron precipitation can

often fill the entire polar cap, The precIp.itatin_ electrons typically have therm_l

_ energies- On the order of 100 eV and are isOtOpic over the downcoming hemisphere. 1 The_ ....energl_ flux. carried-b_ the par_iCles is of the order o£_ 10-3 to %0"_-er_ um'2sec"
• (ref.__._, The spectral distribution o_he. polar rain. electrons, has the same Shape as --.

that. of cUSp electror_, but is iower in intensity, suggesting, that polar rai_ origl- ,
_ natea in the magnetosheath and travels to the polar ionOsphere via the. lobes o£ the--

• magnetotail.

Figures la and Ib show differentiai_ energy flux from the.LAPI. instrument aboard

DE-2 for a portion, of a polar pass on d_y. 295 (22 October) of 1981. The top panel

shows data for-8" pitch, angle electrons, and the bottom panel shows 45_ pitch angle

ion.data. The upper Center panel shows 90° and 0° pitch angle electron data from the ....
GM tube. The data are coded according to the color bars at the right. Satellite

ephemeris is shown, at the bottom. In this particular Pass, DE-2 Passed through the

_i northern polar cusp at approximately 1306-t307 UT and inta the polar, cap. The Polar

rain can be seen clearly as a bright-band in the electron panel over the energy range

L'_ _60--600 eV, The electron flux intensity remained fairly constant in intensity Until
_: just after 1309. UT when it abruptly decreased, Notice the lackof ion fluxes over the

=_.. pola_ cap.

._),L., Figure 2 shows line plots of the average-energy, energy flux, and density of. the

_ downcoming electrons for 1306-1311 UT. _lese parameters are obtained by integrating->, : - j
_ distribution functions over energy from 5 eV to 20 keV. During the entire interval,

the average electron energy and density remained roughly constant. The average energy
_. was about %00 eV and the. density of downcoming electrons was in the_range of 1-5 _n-°..........

_- These values, o£ energy and density are representative of the Polar-rai_. After exit
from the cUSp at about i30-_ t_, the energy fiu_ increased very slightly toward the

pole until just after 1309 UT when it decreased by approximately 50%.

_; Figure 3 shows a DE-1 high-altitude polar pass approximately three hours after
the DE-2 pass shown in Figure I. During the interval 1617-1619 UT, DE-I traversed

the magnetic local time and invariant latitude corresponding to those of DE-2 just
poleward of the cusp in Figure la. The format is the same aS for Figure I, except

for the absence of GM tube data. The polar rain may be seen as a band in the spec-

trogram over the energy range ,,100-600 eV. Bracketing the polar rain are counter- _
streaming energetic (E>600 eV) electron beams at 0° and 180° pitch angle and upward-

moving low-energy (E<I00 eV) electron beams. The source of the energetic counter--

streaming electrons is open to question and-presently under study by _g;_i_ and
BUtch (unpublished}. Two possibilities for the source would be reflection by a

potential barrier at the magnetopause (ref. 6) or direct access of solaD electrons_

Upstreaming ionc_nics may be seen in the lower panel.

comparing Figure I and Figure 3, it iS interesting to note that the polar rain
is of the Same r?ectral nature at both altitudes, suggesting the absence of any sig-
nificant acceleration between the two satellite locations. To demonstrate further

the similarity between the electrons at the tWO satellites, Figure 4 shows number

density, energy flux, and average energy at DE-I for the period 1614-1619 UT. The

average energy was -%00 eV, density was -_ cm-3 and the energy flux was 0.8 ergs

cm'2s "_. The corresponding values at lower altitudes were _I00 eV, -2 cm'3, and -0.8
_" ergs ciu'2s" 1•
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detailed look at the-near-field-o_igned electron populations at the two Satol-
l£te lOcations is provided in Figure 5o Shown-o_ three data sets,--two single ener-

g_ sweeps, from. L_I,. one just at the polswa_d edge-of the cusp and one approximately ....
10 ° poleward of th_ cusp, and' a single energy sweep £rom H/_PI-at a. location-which
maps to near the. location. Of the first LAP% spectrum_ Fro_-FJ_jure. 3__ we first can
see that above photoelectron energies the L_PZ population-_an-l_ represented by a-
MaxWellian, allowing the temperatures to be estimated. Near the cusp a least Square_

fit give_ = temperature of 92 eVe while farther polewarc_ the temperature is 99 eV-

The HAP% spectrum appears well-fitte_ by two Maxwel_ian_ above photoelectron ener-

, glee. The low-energy population has a least-squares fit temperature of 65 eve while
the higher ener_ population has a temp_ature of 141 eV.

Accelerated Polar Wind

The polar wind refers to the continual escape of ionospheric_ plasma from the
polar ionosphere along open magnetic field lines. This escape of particles ha_ con-

sistently been observed to lead to a depletior_ of light ionospheric ions (Eel. 7) and

electrons in the upper polar ionosphere. Until recently, observations of the polar
wind in the literature were limited to the low-altitude observations of Hoffman and

Dodson (Eel. 7). They reported a continual upward flow of H+ and He+ over the polar |
caps in the range 1-5 kn_sec and 1-3 _n/sec, respectively_ The low energy of these
particles precludea most instruments from directly obtaining a distribution function.

However, as pointed out by Gurgiolo and Butch (ref. 5), polar-wind models predict

that the particle velocity should increase with altitude (reE. 8). Thus, the high
altitude satellite DE-I is an ideal platform from which to study the polar wind.

Plasma data from DE-% polar--paSSes indicate that ions with peak di_rential
energy fluxes in the--5 t_ %00 eV. range are Continually flowin_ out oE the dayside

cusp an& polar cap. The flows have both a field-aligned and a conic component. The

field-alipne_ component is unmistakably the polar wind. Gurgiolo and Butch (ref. 5)
concluded that the Conica observed in con3unctlon with the polar wlndare polar-wind

ions that h_ve been perpendicularly heated_

The polar-wind observations to be discussed were made during a polar Pass on day
272 (September 29) of 1981. FigUre 6 consists of 3 sets of particle spectrograms on

the same format as Figure 3. Each spectrogram displays the differential energy flu_

for the particle detectors which lie closest to the_plane_contaln£ng the local mag-
netic field vector.

Figure 6 Shows a continuous band of upward flowing ions (near 180_ pitch angle).

The satellite was inside the cusp during the interval covered in Figure 6ao At 1411

UT, the satellite passed through the pol@ward cusp boundary. The upward ions showed

a gradual increase in energy throughout and slightly poleward of the cusp, then they

begin to decrease steadily, the peak in the differential energy flux eventually d_op-

ping below the lowest energy channel of HAP_ Within the cusp, the conic and field-

aligned ions appear as "tuning for_s" In-the spectrograms. In the polar cap the con-
ics become less and less apparent, as the energy and angular separation of the conic

and field-aligned ions decrease. In the polar cap, there also is a shift in the

fleld-ali_ned ions from -180_ pitch angle to _165o__indlcating an antisunward flow.

Figure 7 shows a detailed view of the fiel_ aligned ion population, Two data

sets are shown, each cf which was averaged over four satellite revolutions to improve
counting statistics. Each of the distributions was transformed to the rest frame of
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the Blasma+ prior, to averag_tng (except "_or S/C charging which was abeut 20V). The two
data sets_were taken beginning 1434:05 UT (solid circles) and 1434:54 UT (open

clrcles)_- In F_gu_-e 7+ Maxwellian di_rlbutlone are straight lines, with. the slope

being proportional to the +plasma temperature and+_the intcEOept_++w_Ith the distribution.

axis being proportional to.-.the pias__¥.__ ......

From Figure 7 we can. see-that-the field-aligned ion-cOmponent obServe_ in the

polar regions i_ comprised of two. ion. populations--a low energy component with tem-

perature below .5 eV. and-a, high energy tail with temperature- above 1.5 eV. Both ion

populations would-apRear to be Well represented by_a MaXwellian. distribution, allow-

ing the estimates of..the temperatures to be. made. A least squares fit to the low- !i

energy population of Figure 7 gives a temperature of .29+.16 eV (3200°K+-I800K). The i

corresponding temperature of the high-energy plasma populatio_ in Figure 7 is f_,nd I
to be 2.7_+_7 eV. The peak at about I ev may+be due.to an ion heavier than H+.

There is little doubt that the lower energy, fie_+-aligned ions constitute the

"classical" Polar_wlnd. The high energy tail, however, iS not a featltre predicted by

polar-wind_models. It is likely that this hotter plasma is the result of a perpen-

dicular heating of Polar,wind ions. Assuming that all ions in the Polar wind are of

equal temperature, Figure 7 •gives heating on the order of 4 to 10.

we envision a scenario as sho_ut in Figure 8 occurring during the Polar wind I

escape along magnetic field lines. At low altitudes the generation of the polar wind I
Occurs and ionospheric ions begin to escape along the open Polar cap and cusp field

lines (Figure- 8a). The presence of ion perpendicular heating along the open field

lines produces the characteristic conic signature (Figure 8b}. The distribution

above the heating region can be considered a two-component plasma consisting of un-

heated and heated _olar-wind particles+ The unheated Polar wind is+ still field

aligned, while the heated ions have large velocities in the direction, perpendicular

tO B. As the distribution tr&vel_ upward, the perpendicular arms of the distributiOn

will--,begin to collapse toward the magnetic field direction i_ accordance with the
first, adiabatic invariant, ana a fiel_-allgned high energy tail to the polar wind

should develop (Figure 8c). Figure 8d shows contours of a typical conic/polar-wind

population measured+ in the cusp on day 272.

Ion conics have been reported by numerous people (Refs. 9 and I0). Theories as

to the production of the conic ion distribution have favored a perpendicular heating ....

by electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves (ref. 9, refs. 11 and 12), although recently

(ref, 13) it has been proposed that a heating by lower hybrid waves may also be a

viable conic generation mechanism. The problem is, however, that most of these theo-

ries are applicable only at low altitudes in the auroral zone. Adaptations of the

theories to the environment of the--polar cap must be made to explain these observa-

tions.-

Using the observed conic pitch angle distribution, the altitude of the observa-

tion and an assumed value for the initia_ conic pitch angle, it is possible through

the first adiabatic invariant to estimate the altitude of the conic generation. In

general the initial conic pitch angle for such computations is assumed to be 90°;

however, if the source plasma already has a significant VII, as the polar wind does,

then the initial conic pitch angle is expected to shift to lower values. Using a di- l

polar magnetic field approximation and estimating the values of the initial conic I

pitch angle through energy conservation arguments (wh.4_ch assume that VII does not I

I.

++ ®I
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change botween the observation height and the aonic height) we estimate the heating
to occur at an altitude of about 12,000 k_--constant throughout both the cuop and

• polar cap. By using an ihitial COniC pitch angle of 90 ° we can _lace a lower_.imit

i_ tOthe heating altitude-at 8000 kin.

__ Acceleration Events .....

The electrical coupling between the high-altitude and Iow-altltude regimes of

i the polar cap is an_Impor.tant aspec_ of magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions. The_.

. unique placement of the Dynamics Explorer orbits with respect to each Other has

:, afforded an excellent opportunity to investigate this coupling between the t,_o

regimes+ Frequently, DE-I and DE-2 observe Signatures of fleld-aligned acceleration

of ions and electrons above the polar cap. In this Section, we briefly present ob-

servations-made on October 17, 1981(day 81290) above a "theta aurora_' signature.

__. Figure 9 Shows a spectrogram of 180 ° ions and 0 ° pitch angle electrons from
: HAPL The satellite crossed the polar-cap arc field lines dUring the interval 1630-

1650 UT. Two intervals oE intense electron fluxe_ below I keV were seen: -1631:30-

_ 1633:15 UT and m1642-1649 UT. Figure 10 shows contour _plots of the log of the dis--

i_i tribution functions of ions (FigUre 10a) and electrons (Figure 10b) for the interval

!_:i 1632:45-.1632_57 UT. The ions Showed a strong upgoing beam at a_proximateLy 100 eV.

_,':I The electron fluxes were iSotropic except for a loss cone. Thus, the combined elec-

_._ tron and ion observations indicated that an approximately 100 eV.potential drop lay
/_i_ below the satellite altitude.

!_ Figure 11 shows contours An the same format as FigUre 10, for the interval

_.;_ 1646:30 to 1646:36 UT. B_this time the ions had become isotropio, while the elec-

i_'_ trons showe_a-downcoming beam of _100 eV.- Thus, the acceleration region appears now

i_ to be above the-Satellite altitude {17313 _n) while remaining at _I00 eV.
_J

i_ The plasma oharacterlstics described above are very similar to those observed by

_! DE-I in the high altitude (>15,000 km) nightside auroral zone, except that the energy .............

of the polar cap acceleration events is lower. Correlation studies by Hardy et al.

_-!" (ref. 14) have already noted that the plasma signatures of polar cap acceleration ...

events at low altitudes are similar to those of evening discrete arcs. The parallel

! electric field responsible for the polar-cap acceleration could be produced by the

same process as the evening auroral arcs.

Satellite observations of convection and electron, precipitation at low altitudes

i_ (<1.000 km} have indicated that Convective electric fields point toward the region of

.- polar-cap acceleration (V'E<0) (ref. 15). The Polar cap acceleration region is

._ therefore a regio_of negative space charge. Burke et al. (ref. 16) used the simul ..........

•" taneous electric field, magnetic field and electron flux measurements of the $3-2

satellite to demonstrate that upward Birkeland currents were embedded in regions of

polar cap acceleration.- TheSe observations suggest that field-aligned potentials

develop as a result of imperfect n_pplng of magnetospheric convective electric fields

to the ionosphere (Eel. 14; ref .....16).
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SUMMARY_AN_CONCLUSZONS

Plasm_asurements_made on thQ DynamiCs Explorer I and 2 spacecraft are prO-
viding new in--on on the altitude dependence o_ polar-cap p!asma, populations,__

their sources, and the acceleration processes-they undergo. In this study_ we have

found-that the polar_-rain e_lectron population apparently exhibitS, n_.signlfica_t
altitude dependence between altitudes of a few hundred to-~20,00_ kmo. This result

was expected from. the magnetosheath-llke energy spectrum of the low-altitude _lar .......................
r_ino_

In the case of the polar wlnd#_ _ significant velocity increase was theoreticall_ .........................

predicted reoccur between the two spacecraft altitudes, and this effect has been
confirmed, by the DE-I plasma.measurements, &major result of our study of the accel-

erated polar wind. iS its significant conic component, whi¢h Indicates that the ion_

are heated perpendicularly as they emerge fromthe Polar-cap ionosphere. The gradual
decrease in polar-wind energy that is observed to occur from the cusp across to the

nightsidepolarcap suggeSts that _le perpendicular heating proces$,_probably in cy-

clotron waVeS, is most intense near the cusp region .............

Significant altitude effects are also observed in the plasmas that occupy mag- -_!

netic flux tubes connected topOlaf-cap auroral arcs (or theta_auroras). At DE-2,

typical low-energy (_I00 eV} inverted-V electron distributions are observed. At DE-I
the electron and positive-iondistrlbution functions are consistent with electro-

static potential drops that are at times below the typical DE-I altitude of 15,000 to
20,000 km_and.at times above these altitudes. -Thus,_ compared to auroral-oval accel-

eration, regions those in thepolar cap appear to he weaker and at significantly

higher altitudes.
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(a) 13:04 to 13:09. UT.

(b) 13:10 to 13:16 UT. I
I

F-Lgure 1. - LAPI energy-time spectrogram for 0E-2, day 295 of 1981. i
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Figure 5. - Near-field-aligned electron populations.
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_ (b) 14:16 to 14:19 UT.

Ftgure 5. - HAP1 energy-time spectrogram of 0E-l, day 272 of 1981.
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(c) 14:31 t:o 14:34 UT.

Figure 6. - Concluded.
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